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Connect the world
Bringing information, education, and 
opportunities to people around the world.

https://concentrate42b.wordpress.com



Inspiration
I was inspired after visiting India and Tanzania 
for a research project in safe drinking water.



Insane growth
More people in India and Africa have mobile 
phones than clean water and toilets.

According to the World Bank from SmartPlanet
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Basic phones
Most of these phones are limited to SMS and 
voice, but they allow for amazing services.

Mobile Payments
M-PESA

Education
Nokia Life Tools

Agriculture
Reuters Market Light



Imagine internet
So much progress has been made with basic 
phones, but imagine what could happen with 
internet access for everyone.



Building the future
While we use the internet to entertain, the 
developing world uses it to build and educate.

World Press Photo of the Year 2013 by John Stanmeyer



Low global access
Only 1/3 of the world has access to free  
information through the internet.

from internet.org



Internet issues

Unreliable power Expensive devices Weak networks

There are many reasons the internet is 
not accessible to everyone, but here are 
the most important issues.

from internet.org
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Uphill battle
Bringing the internet to everyone is a huge 
challenge, who is crazy enough to try?

World Press Photo of the Year 2013 by John Stanmeyer

80% marketshare in Africa
from Bloomberg.com



Nokia owns the mobile market, but they have yet to 
revolutionize the smartphone for emerging markets.

World Press Photo of the Year 2013 by John Stanmeyer

Nokia 225

Keypad-based UI
limits capability

Asha 500

Power-hungry 
screen and data

Zero data 
capabilities

Nokia 105 Lumia 520

Off-contract cost 
is unattainable

?

Efficient and 
capable



Focusing on core needs
Healthcare, weather, education, radio mobile payments, 
news, market prices, communication, and long-lasting life.



What would it take to 
innovate mobile devices in 
the developing world?

from NPR.org



Off the grid
Electricity can be hard to find, and cell phone 
shops are notorious for cheating customers.

from freduagyeman.blogspot.com



Better displays
The display needs to be readable in direct 
sunlight and incredibly power effecient.

from fishinginzambia.wordpress.com



New data
Cost-effective data transmission 
in places where traditional data 
is unavailable.

from dalefloer.com/cell-pics



Proportion
Cost effective data transmission 
in places where traditional data 
is unavailable.

from dalefloer.com/cell-pics



Cost effective data transmission in places 
where traditional data is unavailable.

Solar on top?

Form



Prototyping
Many iterations: comfort, ease of printing, and 
size were optimized to create the final design.



Integrated solar power and non-traditional 
networks (drones or balloons) give 
unprecedented freedom to users.

Grid not required



Few companies design for the low-end market by 
considering the context of the user’s environment.
We fulfill the aspirations of a forgotten demographic.

Designed for 
emerging markets



https://concentrate42b.wordpress.com

Repairable
Circuit boards are divided by function, making 
repair more intuitive and cost-effective with 
push-to-release boards.



https://concentrate42b.wordpress.com

Sky charge
Built into the display is a transparent 
photovoltaic film which charges the 
device as you use it.



https://concentrate42b.wordpress.com

Print display
Text is crisp and visible outdoors 
thanks to its e-paper display, which 
is hugely energy efficient as well.



from GlobalGiving.org



Meet Vanathi
She is a mother and a farmer in Kadambur, India. Vanathi 
needs information to make decisions while working in 
the fields and while selling her goods in the market.

from GlobalGiving.org



How can Milana 
help Vanathi’s family?

from RescueHer.org

Bringing information, education, and 
opportunities to Vanathi and her daughters.



Services
Bringing information, education, and 
opportunities to people around the world.

Current weather and 
climate trends helps 

farmers plant on time.

Almanac

Tips for new mothers, 
connect with doctors to 

assess symptoms.

Health

Voice-guided literacy 
training helps users 

read and write.

Education



Services
Bringing relevent and timely information to 
empower people to make decisions.

Send and receive 
payments, and check 
global market pricing.

Market

AM/FM radio is 
incredibly impactful in 

emerging markets.

Radio

Read news around 
the world in quick, 

summarized articles.

News



from GlobalGiving.org

Displayed in appEncoded by networkSent by organizations

SMS SMS

SMS SMS

Data everywhere



Connecting people. Connect the world.



Thank you


